
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 INTRODUCTION 

Once the strategic analysis has been done, the next stage is to determine what 
strategies to choose from a range of potential strategies, both at the corporate and 
business level in the organisation. This can be a challenging task as the strategic 
choices may be limited, and the strategic options available for selection can be 
difficult. Nonetheless, to simplify the process of determining what strategic 
choices are available, it is suggested that we look from two perspectives  one is 
the corporate level, and the other is the business level. In this case, we also 
assume that the organisation does not use the competitive portfolio models as it 
may not be relevant to the organisation. The competitive portfolio models are 
relevant to organisations with multi-products or portfolios and also more specific 
for the business level strategies as opposed to the corporate level strategies, 
which are strategies of interest to the organisation as a whole. Business level 
strategies are those proposed plans of action for specific businesses or activities 
or portfolios of the organisation. 
 
For example, the business strategy of the food division or business unit in Nestle 
Malaysia could be a low cost strategy, but the overall corporate strategy could be 
growth and expansion. These two types of strategies are different but consistent 
or logical for Nestle to pursue to maintain its profitability and competitive edge. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By the end of this topic, you should be able to:

1.  Outline how corporate and business strategies are generated; 

2. Distinguish the different business strategies; and   

3. Discuss the importance of implementing appropriate strategies for 
the organisation. 
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GENERATING STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES 

In generating strategic alternatives, there are two perspectives to be considered  
the corporate level strategy and the business level strategy. 

  
CORPORATE STRATEGIES 

 
 
Corporate strategy covers the broad and overall organisational plan of action that 
can assist an organisation to achieving the goals and objectives set. In 
determining the corporate strategy, the strategic manager may need to make 
decisions on whether to increase, maintain or reduce the overall business 
activities. Such decisions are very important before any strategic choice can be 
made or selected. 
 
According to David (2003), there are at least four types of corporate strategies. 
They are integration strategies, intensive strategies, diversification strategies and 
defensive strategies. 

9.2.1 Integration Strategies 

 
 
 
 
 
There are three types of integration strategies: forward integration, backward 
integration and horizontal integration.  
 
(a) Forward Integration 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

9.1 

9.2 

Corporate strategies are those potential plans of action that can specify the 
organisationÊs orientation or ability to handle businesses in various 
environments with a common set of strategic capabilities. 

Integration strategies are those activities that are involved in forward, 
horizontal or backward control of the operations of the competing 
organisation. It is also known as vertical integration strategies. 

Forward integration means that the organisation is gaining control or 
ownership of the distributors or retailers. 
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For example, Proton as owner and controller of the distributorship of 
Proton cars can increase its control over its distributor, Edaran Otomobil 
Nasional (EON), by increasing its shares in EON. By doing this, Proton will 
have more say in the business of EON. 
 
This strategy should be adopted when the organisation feels that the 
distributors are not reliable or charge high prices to gain excessive profits or 
want to have more control on their business, or when the future prospects 
of integration would provide strategic advantages to the organisation in the 
long run. This can only be done if the organisation has the financial and 
human capital to make such moves. 

 
(b) Backward Integration 
 
 
 
 

 
For example, Proton can have a backward integration, if it purchases 
substantial shares in one of its suppliers such as Goodyear Tyres. By doing 
so, Proton can have more say in the supply of tyres by Goodyear Tyres to 
build Proton cars.  
 
This strategy can be considered when the suppliers appear to be unreliable 
or expensive, the number of suppliers is limited and future prospects in the 
industry is good or favourable. This strategy should also be considered to 
maintain stable prices of resources, and the organisation has the financial 
and human capital to implement the integration. This strategy should be 
considered when the raw material is considered an important component in 
the final product of the organisation. 

 
(c)   Horizontal Integration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For example, the dealer for BMW in Malaysia is Cartrade and Auto Bavaria. 
Then, if Cartrade takes over the dealership from Auto Bavaria Malaysia to 
have more control over dealership of BMW cars Malaysia, this is known as 
horizontal integration. Another example is the integration of the Celcom 
(019) and Telekom (013) mobile services in Malaysia.  
 

Backward integration means that the organisation is gaining control or 
ownership of the organisation's suppliers. 

Horizontal integration means that the organisation is seeking ownership 
or control over the competing organisations in the industry. 
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This strategy should be considered when the organisation can gain 
monopolistic characteristic and has strategic advantages. This is an 
important strategy when the organisation operates in an expanding or 
growing market, and economies of scale can be obtained with a larger 
operation. Finally, this strategy requires financial and human capital 
resources on the part of the acquirer. 

9.2.2 Intensive Strategies 

 

 

 
There are three types of intensive strategies: market penetration, market 
development and product development. 

(a)  Market Penetration 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, CitroenÊs objective is to increase its sales of vehicles in China 
from 104,000 units in 2009 to 124,000 units in 2010. The promotions by BMW 
on its cars in the month of June 2009 also represent an intensive marketing 
strategic move to increase its share of the niche luxury car market. 
 
This strategy should be selected when an organisation realises that the current 
market size is not saturated, and has growth potential. This is also a good 
strategy when the market shares of competitors are lagging behind, and when 
the increase in the number of new customers is favourable. Finally, market 
penetration should be considered when there is a relationship between 
marketing expenses and sales revenue growth, and the organisation can gain 
economies of scale and competitive advantage position. 

(b) Market Development 

 

 
 

 

Intensive strategies refer to those strategies that require intensive efforts on the 
part of the organisation to improve its competitive position in the industry. 

Market Penetration refers to the strategy in which the organisation 
seeks to increase the market share of the current product or services 
offered in the market through greater marketing efforts. 

Market development refers to the strategy of introducing the current 
product or services to a new market. 
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For example, because the market for local canned drink health beverage, 
Power Root, is saturated in Malaysia, the producer might want to sell 
the beverage to consumers in Thailand or Indonesia in order to increase 
the sales of that product. 
 
This strategy can be selected by the organisation when the organisation has 
readily available channels of distribution in the new market areas. It would 
be better if the new market is unsaturated or untapped, and the 
organisation has excess production capacity. This strategy can also be 
adopted when the strategy has financial and human capital to support the 
new market needs.  
 

(c) Product Development 

 

 

 
 
 
For example, in trying to be competitive, Proton cars introduced the CamPro 
engine and the 1.6 Gen-2 model, to replace the other models. The computer 
industry, is fast changing to the Centrino technology from the Pentium IV.  
 
This strategy should be adopted when an organisation realises that the existing 
product has reached the maturity stage and a renewed product is necessary to 
sustain the organisations position in the industry. This is also important in 
technology driven industries and the competitors are offering better product 
quality over time. This is an important strategy in high growth industry, 
provided the organisation has capabilities in research and development. 

9.2.3 Diversification Strategies 

Diversification strategies refer to those activities in which an organisation gets 
involved in areas of businesses which are related or unrelated to the original 
(core) business activities of the organisation.  
 
For example, if a company is involved in the construction of homes, and then 
decided to invest or start its new business in furniture, then it is known as unrelated 
diversification. The purpose is to reduce the potential risks of spending too much in 
one particular area of business, in the event there is a downturn in that business. 
 
There are three types of diversification strategies: concentric diversification, 
horizontal diversification and conglomerate diversification. 

Market development refers to the strategy of introducing the current 
product or services to a new market. 
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(a) Concentric Diversification 
 

 

 
For example, if Mutiara Hotel in Malaysia offers time sharing to its range of 
selected hotel rooms in Malaysia, then it is said to be involved in concentric 
diversification. This means that the Mutiara Hotel is involved in a new type 
of business, time sharing, but which is related to the lodging industry, 
offering rooms to occupants. In the education industry, INSEAD, the 
leading business school in Europe and Asia, besides offering MBA 
programmes, also provides executive development programmes to high 
level executives in the corporate sectors throughout the world. While the 
core business is postgraduate education, INSEAD is also involved in high 
level training programmes which are related to education and training 
industry. 

 
This strategy is selected when the organisation is involved in a slow growth 
industry. By adding a new product or services, it could enhance the sales of 
the existing products (say rooms). As such, the organisation could offer 
competitive prices especially when the product or service is in the declining 
stage. This strategy could be selected if the organisation has a strong team 
of management to support such moves.  

 
(b) Horizontal Diversification 

 

 
 
For example, Malayan Banking Berhad, a commercial bank, is now 
involved in insurance services, like Maybank Assurance.  
 
This strategy should be adopted by organisations when they find that it 
would be easier to increase sales by adding into new products or services, 
especially when the organisation competes in highly competitive 
environment. Organisations can also adopt this strategy by pursuing the 
same channels of distribution as it does not add new costs to the 
organisation, which is why many commercial banks are involved in 
insurance related products or services today. 

 
 

Concentric diversification refers to business activities of diversification 
in new but related product or service areas. 

Horizontal diversification means that the organisation is involved in 
new and unrelated products or services. 
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(c) Conglomerate Diversification 

 

 

 

 

For example, if Petronas starts a KFC outlet in its petrol kiosks, then this is 
known as an unrelated diversification or conglomerate diversification. 
Another example is when AmBank Group gets involved in the construction 
of houses, then, this is known as conglomerate diversification. In other 
words, the organisation is involved in activities totally unknown or alien to 
its original core business in its effort to reduce business risks. Conglomerate 
diversification should be adopted by the organisation when the 
organisation is facing a declining trend in certain of its core activities, or has 
financial and capital resources to make such a move. This strategy should 
also be considered when the strategic options available to the organisation 
are limited by virtue of its skills and competence. This strategy should be 
considered when the financial strategy persists and the opportunity arises 
to take hold of the situation. 

9.2.4 Defensive Strategies 

 

 

There are three types of defensive strategies: retrenchment, divestiture and 
liquidation strategies. 
 
(a) Retrenchment 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Retrenchment strategies involves cutting costs of operations and/or assets 
owned, thereby resulting in a turnaround of the organisation. Retrenchment 
may involve selling off assets to raise the needed cash, cut product lines, 
closing unprofitable or low margin businesses, institute costs control system 
and possibly reducing the number of employees in the organisation.  
 

Conglomerate diversification refers to business activities of 
diversification in new, but unrelated products or services. 

Defensive strategies refer to those activities that the organisation engages in to 
defend its declining position. 

This is the first strategic action taken by an organisation when it tries to 
sustain its position or consolidate its position in view of the 
unfavourable situation. 
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In the years 2001 and 2002 when the financial industry in Malaysia exercised its 
restructuring in the banking sector, many employees were retrenched or laid off. 
Similarly, when the demand for electronic chips declined, many production 
workers in the electronics organisations were retrenched. 
 
This strategy is adopted by organisations when an organisation realises that it is 
in a weaker position in the industry. This strategy is also adopted when an 
organisation is plagued by inefficiencies, low productivity, low morale and low 
profitability or losses. Thus, to improve the situation, the organisation may resort 
to several cost cutting measures before the situation worsen. In other words, the 
organisation will use all the available strengths it could gain to improve the 
weaknesses and take any potential opportunities available in the market. 

(b) Divestiture 

 

 
 
 
For example, if a large organisation has many businesses like food, 
chemical and beverages, the organisation might want to sell off the 
chemical business in an effort to gain cash reserves for the food and 
beverages businesses.  
 
This strategy is adopted when an organisation realises that the 
retrenchment strategy is not sufficient to save the organisation from 
difficulties. This strategy is adopted as the business or division is found to 
have contributed little profit or losses to the entire organisational 
performance. Furthermore, when a lot of cash is needed to save the other 
businesses, this strategic option is important. 

(c) Liquidation 

 

 
 
This strategy is adopted when all the possible avenues to raise or salvage the 
business is not possible. Thus, shareholders may prefer this than pay the large 
amount of liabilities incurred by the organisation. In Malaysia, many 
organisations resorted to Section 176 of the Companies Act, 1963 to prevent 
being liquidated temporarily in the years 2000 and 2001. Thus, organisations 
remain solvent until they failed all avenues to pay up their debts. 

This strategy involves selling off a division or a part of the 
organisation. This strategy is adopted to raise capital required for 
other potential businesses in the organisation. 

This strategy means that the organisation plans to close down its 
operations entirely. It is similar to going for bankruptcy. 
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  BUSINESS STRATEGIES 

Business strategy focuses on the specific business activities of an organisation. It 
is also known as competitive strategy which emphasises improving the 
competitive position of an organisation's products or services within an industry 
or market segment that the business unit serves (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996). 
Business strategy helps the organisation to determine how it can effectively 
compete in its businesses. For example, how should the business unit compete 
with other competing businesses or products or services? What is the basis for 
such competition? Is it based on costs or some distinguishing characteristics of 
the products or services or based on the market segments? Responses from such 
questions can help one to determine the appropriate strategic choice or selection 
for the business unit in the organisation, consistent with its organisational 
corporate strategies.  
 
According to Porter (1980), there are three types of business strategies that 
organisations can select from. One is the cost leadership strategy, the second is 
differentiation strategy and the third type is focus strategy. See Figure 9.1. 

 

Figure 9.1: Porter's generic business strategy matrix 

 

 

 

 

9.3 
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9.3.1 Cost Leadership Strategy 

 

 

 
This strategy requires efficient scale facilities, rigorous pursuit of cost reductions 
from the experience curve, tight cost and overheads control, and costs 
minimisations in selected functional areas like marketing, service, research and 
development, and advertising.  
 
An organisation which can control its operational costs can charge lower prices as 
the costs of production are lower than its competitors. As such the organisation can 
make reasonable profits in its business activities. Organisations that have 
successfully adopted this strategy include Wal-Mart (retailing), Times (watches) and 
Gateway 2000 (personal computers) (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996). In Malaysia, Giant 
(hypermarket) and Air Asia (airline) evidently are successful in their adoption of this 
strategy. This strategy is suitable to these organisations because with low costs 
operations they could charge consumers at lower prices, and therefore gain a larger 
market share than their competitors. The low price strategy also serves as a barrier of 
entry to other new entrants. This strategy is also suitable for organisations producing 
products on a large scale. This strategy, however, is not suitable for businesses or 
products that are not perceived as a ‰commodity‰ item and does not require a large 
scale production. It is also possible to adopt this strategy when consumers are price 
sensitive to the products. In this strategy, the fundamental idea is to compete on 
price and costs in its operations, and to gain a larger market share with lower prices, 
and thereby gain a large profit in the long run or on a large scale. Thus, volume in 
sales is important in this strategy. 
 

 

9.3.2 Differentiation Strategy 

 
 
 
 
 

ACTIVITY 9.1 

What are some rationales for adopting the cost leadership strategy? 

The cost leadership strategy is used when the business targets to be the lowest 
cost producer in the market. 

The differentiation strategy is pursued when the organisation differentiates 
itself from its competitors. Differentiation can be in terms of product or 
service characteristics like brand, product design, technology features, 
network dealership or customer service. 
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This is an effective strategy to pursue in businesses where the profits are above 
average because of brand loyalty or when customers are insensitive to price 
changes. Customers' loyalty can be a barrier to entry for new entrants as the new 
businesses or products need to do extensive marketing to show its distinctive 
competence to the potential customers. Business organisations pursuing this 
strategy are Walt Disney Productions (entertainment), Maytag (appliances) and 
Mercedes Benz (automobile) (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996). Many fast-food outlets 
and fast moving consumer products use their brand name as the key 
differentiating strategy in attracting new clients. 
 
However, this strategy would not be viable when consumers find that the unique 
product characteristics do not justify a higher price, and thus a low cost price 
leadership strategy can defeat the differentiation strategy. As such, the 
differentiation strategy works as long as the organisation or business can show 
the unique or differentiated characteristics of its products or services. Thus, 
understanding consumer's buying behaviour, trends, tastes and preferences are 
critical in the differentiation strategy.  

9.3.3 Focus Strategy 

 

 
 
This can be due to cost effectiveness or differentiation in terms of its products or 
services. When the focus strategy emphasises on buyer behaviour, product line 
segments or geographical location, then, the strength in adopting such strategy 
lies on the extent to which the organisation can serve its target market segments 
more effectively based on its key distinctive features as perceived by the 
consumers. For example, in selling the BMW 318 series cars in Malaysia, one 
strategy is to focus on the younger age group with high income as opposed to 
Mercedes Benz which attracts an older age group. In the United States, Johnson 
Products, for example, successfully used the differentiated focus strategy by 
manufacturing and selling hair care and cosmetics products to ethnic African 
American consumers. Their products like Ultra Wave and Ultra Sheen gave 
African American more flexibility in hair styling (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996).  
 
In using the cost focus strategy, the business unit seeks to achieve cost advantage 
in its market segments. This is adopted when an organisation believes that it can 
focus its efforts on specific target market segments more efficiently than its 
competitors due to its lower costs in product design and superior product 
performance. One example is Fadal Engineering in the United States that focused 
on cost focus strategy (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996). Fadal Engineering made 

Focus strategy suggests that the organisation focuses on certain segments of 
the market in selling its products or services. 
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machine tools that were functional, durable and far cheaper than its competitors 
by producing machine tools that had fewer parts and simpler electronic controls 
compared to the large manufacturers of machine tools. Another example is the 
United Services Automobile Association (USAA) which offered low cost 
insurance to active and retired military personnel (Hunger & Wheelen, 1996).  
 
In pursuing business strategies, it should be noted that there are also risks 
involved due to imitation from competing firms. This can arise when competing 
firms have the technological know-how or customers are less loyal due to price-
cost sensitivities. This could also be attributed to changing social structure like 
lower income or high rate of temporary unemployment (due to retrenchment of 
employees or voluntary retirement by employees) which force consumers to 
change their lifestyles and buying behaviour. Selecting an appropriate business 
strategy would depend on the current business situation and its relevance to the 
selected product or services in the organisation. 

  
SELECTING ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 

In trying to select an appropriate strategy for the organisation, there are several 
factors to be considered. These factors will influence the selection and choice of 
strategies to be selected by the organisation. The factors that can influence the 
selection of alternative strategies are as follows: 

(a) Strategic analysis framework; 

(b) Attitude towards risks; 

(c) Pressures from external environment; and 

(d) Pressures from internal environment. 

9.4.1 Strategic Analysis Framework 

The strategic analysis framework can provide the basis for selecting the 
alternative strategies of an organisation. For example, when an organisation 
embarks on using the competitive portfolio analysis, the choices and alternative 
strategies available are generally available based on the options prescribed by the 
various portfolio models. For example, when one is using the BCG matrix, the 
obvious choice for a product portfolio in the ‰question mark‰ position is whether 
to continue to push the product to be a ‰star‰ or to let it go to be in a ‰dog‰ 
position. If the potential efforts show that there is no potential to be a ‰star‰, 
then, let it be in a ‰dog‰ position or divest it immediately if the situation persists 
unfavourably. Prescriptions are also generally known for the internal factor 

9.4 
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evaluation matrix, external factor evaluation matrix and the internal-external 
matrix. For more information, please refer to David (2003). 
 
Another alternative method would be to choose the strategy based on the ‰grand 
strategy‰ matrix. According to Christensen et al. (1976), there are four quadrants 
in the grand strategy matrix available for organisations: quadrant I, quadrant II, 
quadrant III and quadrant IV as shown in Figure 9.2. 

 
Figure 9.2: Grand strategy matrix 

 
From the grand strategy matrix, organisations should select strategies when their 
analysis shows that the organisation is in quadrant I, II, III or IV. The grand 
strategic matrix provides a logical guideline on what kind of strategic actions to 
be taken but does not provide the specific actions to be taken. For example, in 
selecting quadrant I, the strategic choice ranges from market development to 
concentric diversification. Strategic analysts must know which of these options 
are reasonable for the organisation based on the hard facts and figures obtained. 
Only with up-to-date information can the organisation determine the most 
appropriate strategic choice for the organisation.  
 
On the other hand, when one is using the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats (SWOT) method of assessment, the TOWS matrix (see Figure 9.3) can be a 
potential guide in selecting the appropriate strategic choices. In the TOWS matrix, the 
first stage is to list all the potential strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
facing the organisation. Then, match the strengths with the opportunities (SO) and 
strengths with threats (ST) to determine the most logical and appropriate action to be 
taken. As such, this process may lead to the identification of several SO and ST 
strategies available to the organisation. This process will be continued with the 
weaknesses and opportunities (WO), and the weaknesses and threats (WT) options. 
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Figure 9.3: TOWS matrix 

 
For organisations in the SO option, they should try to use the strengths and take 
advantage of the opportunities available as soon as possible. For the ST option, 
they should try to use the strengths and avoid the threats. For the WO option, 
they should try to overcome the weaknesses, and take advantage of the 
opportunities available. For the WT option, the organisation should minimise the 
weaknesses and avoid the threats. Once again, it should be realised that the 
TOWS matrix provides a general guideline and does not offer specific 
prescriptions to users.  
 
One of the problems in using the TOWS matrix and the ‰grand strategy‰ matrix 
is the generalisability of the prescriptions. For those with little experience and 
knowledge about the industry, organisation and external environment, this can 
be a potential shortcoming to the user. As such, one needs adequate experience to 
use the matrices. In business schools, this can be done through case study 
analysis and discussion with colleagues. In the real business world, this can only 
be done by people with experience and knowledge in the area, like the chief 
executive officer or corporate planner. 
 
In some cases, strategic decision makers need a more concrete approach to make 
decisions. Therefore, the TOWS matrix and ‰grand strategy‰ matrix is not 
sufficient to make a strategic decision. For example, one may be confronted with 
the choice of ‰either planning for a global expansion in business in Indonesia or 
expand the business in Thailand‰. In such a situation, one may use the 
Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM) to help in making the strategic 
decision. 
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The QSPM was developed by David (2003) in 1986 to assist managers/strategists in 
making specific decisions based on the potential alternatives available. In the QSPM, 
the first stage is to identify the organisationÊs key external opportunities and threats, 
and the internal strengths and weaknesses. The second stage is to list the potential 
strategic alternative choices to be made, say strategy 1 (expand to Indonesia) or 
strategy 2 (expand to Thailand). The third stage is to assign weights to each of the 
factors identified in the first stage. The weights of each factor can range from 0.01 to 
0.9, and the total weight of the key factors must be equal to 1.00. The fourth stage is to 
assess the attractiveness score (AS) of each key factors identified, on a scale of 1 (not 
attractive), 2 (somewhat attractive), 3 (reasonably attractive) and 4 (very attractive). 
The assessment of the factor must be made in relation to the other factors identified. A 
high score indicates that the factor is a highly attractive option. The fifth stage is to 
compute the Total Attractiveness Score (TAS), which is the product of the weights and 
the attractiveness score, for each of the key factors identified. The final stage is to 
compute the TAS for the entire strategic option (that is to expand to Thailand or 
Indonesia), and select the strategy with the highest TAS. 
 
It should be realised that when the analysis is not done properly and with 
appropriate information, the total output of the QSPM might not be relevant. 
Therefore, in using the QSPM, the strategist must understand the need for 
relevant information to make the appropriate strategic decision. Thus, to some 
extent some intuitive judgment is necessary in developing the QSPM.  

9.4.2 Attitude towards Risks 

The management's attitude towards risks will affect the selection of strategic choices. 
This will also depend on the commitment of top management in the strategy 
selection process. In some organisations, the top management prefers to take low 
risks or no risks at all in some cases. As such, the analysis of the potential strategic 
choices may be more rigorous and cumbersome. In the Asian context, it is known 
that risks are to be avoided, and the attitude towards uncertainty avoidance can be 
high, that is to avoid any potential risks of uncertainty. However, some Asian 
organisations may be willing to take higher risk provided it is a ‰calculated risk‰. 
The attitude towards risks can also be due to past experiences on risks taking and 
attitude towards organisational change. Whatever the attitude may be, the strategic 
choice depends highly on the managementÊs philosophy and expectations in 
managing organisational performance. 

ACTIVITY 9.2 

Discuss some shortcomings of the TOWS matrix. 
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9.4.3 Pressures from the External Environment 

Pressures from the external environment may come from various stakeholders. There 
are external stakeholders that may have direct influence on the organisational setting 
and therefore, affect the potential selection of strategic choices. They may be from the 
political or governmental arena or non-governmental stakeholders who have an 
important stake in the organisation. For example, one of the strategic choices may be to 
seek venture capitalists to invest in the organisation. However, the strategic choice to 
select the venture capitalist from an institution that may not be to the ‰liking‰ of the 
national government in a country might pose a problem. As such, this option has to be 
reconsidered seriously.  
 
In trying to make a decision related to this type of factor, strategic managers need 
to address the issue of the importance of the choice to the organisation, potential 
impact to the organisation and consequences in selecting the strategic choices. In 
such cases, it may be necessary to review other strategic options and create a 
wider choice so that the potential consequences may not be detrimental to the 
organisation as a whole. This may not be an easy task but it has to be made. 

9.4.4 Pressures from the Internal Environment 

In making strategic choices, pressures from the internal environment can come 
due to corporate culture and politics in the organisation. The corporate culture 
presents the set of values, beliefs, attitudes, customs, norms and personality of 
the organisation. It also shows the doÊs and don'ts in the organisation. It is the 
way the organisation want things to be done.  
 
The corporate culture can affect the selection of strategic choices. This is 
attributed to the preferences and policy of top management which is related to 
the culture of the organisation. For example, in some organisations, the culture 
would be to discuss with senior members in the organisation first before 
implementing a strategic decision. In some other organisations, the CEO makes 
the decision, and then inform the other members of senior management. Thus, 
the style of the CEO can also affect the strategic choices and selection of the 
choice. Consequently, the corporate culture can affect the performance of the 
organisation based on the selection of appropriate strategies for the organisation. 
 
In an organisation where the interaction among the members can be political, the 
influence of organisational members on selection of strategic choices can be critical. For 
example, when there is a democracy in making decisions, senior members of the 
organisation may lobby among their own members to support or reject the strategic 
choices based on their personal preferences as opposed to organisational preferences. 
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In such cases, the process of making a strategic selection can be tedious and laborious 
due to the political intricacies in the organisation. For example, in selecting a new 
CEO, the Chairman of the Board of Directors may have a candidate different from the 
other members of the Board. The Chairman may lobby for the candidate of his choice 
and seek support from other members. The nominated candidates may also be doing 
their own lobbying to achieve their goal  getting the job of the CEO. Situations like 
this, when not handled properly can create instability in the organisation, when the 
strategic choice is selected. In making such decisions, it is important to see the potential 
consequences of such situations before making the ultimate decision. 
 

 
 
Selecting alternative strategies can be a difficult exercise when potential choices 
are many and constrained by many factors, either internally or externally. There 
is no one best way to make a decision on the strategic choices, but whatever way 
one selects, it must be based on sound judgment, after considering the potential 
consequences and impact of the choice selected. In some cases, after selecting a 
particular choice, one may view that the choice was not appropriate, then, a 
corrective action can be taken.  As such, before making the final decision, it may 
be a better guide to review the assumptions made in making the decision before 
implementing the selected strategic choice. No one can know the best option, 
except when the decision selected is implemented and performance reviewed.  
 

 

ACTIVITY 9.3 

  ACTIVITY 9.4 

Why does corporate culture affect the selection of strategic choice? 

 

1. Differentiate between the integration strategies.
 
2. What are intensive strategies?  Give examples for each strategy. 
 
3. When would an organisation use diversification strategies?  

Illustrate with examples. 
 
4. Outline the different business strategies available for 

organisations.  List the names of Malaysian organisations which 
pursue each of these strategies. 

 
5. Test your understanding of the TOWS matrix by developing one 

for Open University Malaysia. 


